
Pics of classrooms



Welcome to Year 3 Family Learning!

Our focus today is writing.





Talk 4 Writing is the development exploration, through talk, of the 

thinking and creative processes involved in being a writer.

It operates under the principle that if you can't say it, you cannot write 

it. 

Talk4Writing is taught at Floreat from early years. 

Bank of language which they can then apply to their own writing. 



Develops confidence

Inspires creativity

Builds "writer toolkit"

Develops memory and concentration

Exposes children to a wide range of text

Exposes children to complex language patterns that 

they cannot yet create independently

Encourages expression and enthusiasm

Develops language and vocabulary

How does Talk4Writing help children to write?



The Three Stages

Imitation- start off with fun activities to engage the children in a story. We then 

introduce the story map, actions and key words. 

Innovation- Children are guided to innovate the model text into a story of their own.

Often, we hug closely to the model text to focus on sentence composition and structure 

before the children are encouraged to think more independently.

Imagination- Children are given complete autonomy over their story, as long as it follows 

the same structure of the text type we are studying. 



Why is Story Telling Important ?

• Promotes love of stories and enthusiasm for literacy.

• Builds children's vocabulary and language – success and achievement.

• Participation and relationship building.

• Takes away cognitive load which allows for more focus on the writing.

• Imagination and creativity! 

• Building blocks





We identified that this story had this structure:

1. Opening: Main character is warned – they will ignore it. 

2. Build-up: Main character arrives at a setting and the setting is described. 

3. Dilemma: Main character gets into danger!

4. Resolution: Solution is for the main character to be rescued

5. Ending: Main character is safe. They learn their lesson. 



Insert boxing up template here 



Model text

Innovation



Once we have gone through and 

innovated our version of the model 

text, we then edit our work to make 

sure it is as impactful as possible.

How successful have you been? 

Editing
Checklist 

❑capital letters

❑full stops 

❑makes sense

❑spelling

Checklist ++

❑expanded noun phrases

❑similes 

❑conjunctions 

❑fronted adverbials 

❑prepositional phrases

❑speech 



Setting description using similes

Slowly, I opened my eyes. Birds glided and 

gallivanted into the golden light. Above, 

beautiful ivory flowers fluttered around 

in the tree branches like elegant 

butterflies. Below, crystal clear spring 

water cascaded down into the serene pool. 

To the left, strongly rooted vines hugged 

the tree trunks like barnacles to beachy 

rocks. Inside, my heart felt like a full 

moon, illuminating the night sky. 


